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Introduction 

Standards conversion is an important step in gaining maximum value from content.  
Material produced at one frame rate and format often needs to be converted to 
another frame rate and format for international distribution, and for access to the 
widest range of display media, from small-screen mobile phones to large-screen 
digital cinema. 

Many years of experience have taught broadcasters and content providers that only 
motion compensated standards conversion will provide top quality results.  
Historically, high quality motion compensated processing relied on complex 
algorithms in order to calculate the most accurate motion vectors, which in turn 
implied bulky and expensive hardware. 

In this White Paper we show how more efficient motion processing algorithms enable 
the development of lower cost, more space economic converters, without necessarily 
compromising on quality.  Through a combination of innovative processing methods 
and careful attention to implementation efficiency, it is now possible to create a fully 
motion compensated standards converter on a single, space-saving modular card. 

 

Constraints don't always mean compromise 

Starting from a target of a space-efficient solution is a challenge any good engineer 
will enjoy.  Focusing on constraints of minimal power consumption, small hardware 
size, and low cost, whilst maintaining good visual quality leads to innovative 
solutions for motion vector estimation. 

Let's start with some fundamental design ideas.  We know that typical image 
sequences, be they TV field or movie frames, can be compressed to some degree 
without losing quality. This is due to limited information content and/or redundancy. 
In this context, we would refer to areas that contain little actual visual information 
(e.g. plain backgrounds with only one foreground object) or significant regions in the 
image which are still or almost still. 

Pre-processing to identify static areas which don't need motion vectors to be 
calculated give a first step in efficiency gains.  Put simply, if there's no motion, don't 
waste processor cycles in looking for motion vectors. 
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Figure 1 : Still image taken from slow horizontal pan 

 

But all that's a bit obvious.  More interesting is to identify other types of redundancy 
in the sequence which allow data condensing, allowing later stages of processing to 
work on smaller sets of data, thereby reducing the amount of computation needed to 
achieve the desired results. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : Stationary camera with descending objects 

 

In Figure 1 above, we could imagine the camera panning horizontally across the 
Parthenon, with perhaps one of the cranes moving up and down slowly.  In this 
scenario, we may confidently reduce the amount of picture information in the vertical 
domain which is passed to the motion estimation stage, thereby saving on a large 
number of irrelevant calculations. 

Similarly in Figure 2, we may have a static camera with descending aeroplanes, 
where reduction of picture information in the horizontal plane would not lose any 
significant information needed by a motion estimation process.  Combining data 
reduction steps in multiple planes in a pre-processing stage significantly reduces the 
computation needed in the motion estimation phase that follows.  In fact, for most 
types of picture content, a decrease in the volume of data that needs to be 
processed can be reduced by an order of magnitude. 

There's a fortunate by-product of the data reduction which further improves the value 
of the method.  By deliberately lessening the amount of picture information we need 
to process, we can focus on the really important motion in a scene, without 
distractions of poor camera sampling, camera integration effects, noise, stray lighting 
effects etc.  Such unwanted picture features can lead to motion vector errors in more 
complex systems, if the motion processing is too sensitive. 
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Where a little compromise goes a long way 

It's generally found that most TV and film productions contain a fairly well bounded 
set of motion profiles. This is generally the same set of motion profiles that the eye is 
capable of tracking and does not induce motion sickness! 

In the extreme, where the director has deliberately chosen to go outside of expected 
norms, motions are so complex or the recorded images so blurred and distorted that 
the 'correct' answer becomes debatable. 

Motion compensation is concerned with preserving the consistency and resolution of 
moving content. If the moving content has no consistency (wild untrackable motion) 
or resolution (blurred images at high motion speeds) then motion compensated 
conversion of these complex case is almost certain not to result in perceived quality 
improvement. 

In fact, the danger of 'trying to be too clever' may be the introduction of visible 
artifacts. An efficient algorithm is tuned to match typical motion speeds, where it is 
possible to obtain maximum performance and maximum perceived benefit. 

For example, due to the nature of real moving objects and the temporal sampling 
rate of TV pictures, motion speeds greater than 20% of picture width per frame are 
exceptional. In practice, even motion speeds of 10% of picture width per frame 
cannot be tracked comfortably by an observer's eye movement. At these speeds, 
images will exhibit appreciable camera integration even if shorter shutter speeds 
have been used. Hence, conversion performance is most effectively optimised for 
motions below these speeds. 

Figure 3 shows the theoretical search space for an object's motion from scene to 
scene in three dimensions (horizontal, vertical and rotational) as the bounding box, 
but the motion of most typical content lies within the coloured volume.  

 

 
Figure 3 : Theoretical vs typical motion boundary for picture content 
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Therefore, a motion estimation process which only searches within the coloured 
volume of Figure 3 will be highly efficient and will achieve perfect results in the 
majority of cases.  As motion in the scene moves outside the designed envelope, 
imperfections will start and will progressively increase.  However, simple methods 
may be implemented to allow for graceful degradation, and concealment algorithms 
help to reduce any visual disturbance which a viewer might notice. 

   

Adding it all up 

Lower computational requirements lead immediately to lower logic requirements and 
slower maximum clock speeds, thereby allowing cheaper, lower power devices to be 
used in the product design.  Further costs savings then follow due to lower energy 
costs and reduced cooling requirements. 

In addition, lower computational complexity also reduces memory requirements, 
thereby providing even greater reduction in the hardware needed to support the 
conversions, leading to smaller, cheaper products.  In fact, combing all the 
innovations discussed in this White Paper enables a motion compensated converter 
to be implemented in highly efficient form factors such as space saving 1RU boxes 
and broadcast standard modular cards.  


